Abstract. We present two bijections for generalized Tamari intervals, which were recently introduced by Préville-Ratelle and Viennot, and have been proved to be in bijection with rooted non-separable maps by Fang and Préville-Ratelle. Our first construction proceeds via separating decompositions on quadrangulations and can be seen as an extension of the Bernardi-Bonichon bijection between Tamari intervals and minimal Schnyder woods. Our second construction directly exploits the BernardiBonichon bijection and the point of view of generalized Tamari intervals as a special case of classical Tamari intervals (synchronized intervals); it yields a trivariate generating function expression that interpolates between generalized Tamari intervals and classical Tamari intervals.
Introduction
The ν-Tamari lattice Tam(ν) (for ν an arbitrary directed walk with steps in {N, E}) has been recently introduced by Préville-Ratelle and Viennot [23] , and further studied in [11, 12] , with connections to geometric combinatorics. It is a lattice on the set of directed walks weakly above ν and with same endpoints as ν, and it generalizes the Tamari lattice [25] (in size n, case where ν = (N E) n ) and the m-Tamari lattices [2] (in size n, case where ν = (N E m ) n ). The enumeration of intervals (i.e., pairs formed by two elements x, x with x ≤ x ) in Tamari lattices has attracted a lot of attention [13, 7, 6] , due in particular to their (conjectural) connections to dimensions of diagonal coinvariant spaces [2] , and to their bijective connections to planar maps [4] , as well as intriguing symmetry properties [21, 14] . Regarding ν-Tamari lattices, if we let I ν be the set of intervals in Tam(ν), then it has recently been shown by Fang and Préville-Ratelle [16] that G n := ∪ ν∈{N,E} n I ν (generalized Tamari intervals of size n) is in bijection with the set N n of rooted nonseparable maps 1 with n + 2 edges, and more precisely that G i,j := ν∈S(E i N j ) I ν is in bijection with the set N i,j of rooted non-separable maps with i + 2 vertices and j + 2 faces (it is known [27, 10] that |N n | = 2(3n+3)! (n+2)!(2n+3)! and |N i,j | = (2i+j+1)!(2j+i+1)! (i+1)!(j+1)!(2i+1)!(2j+1)! ). They have a first recursive bijection based on parallel decompositions with a catalytic variable, and then make the bijection more explicit via certain auxiliary labeled trees.
By a classical correspondence [9, Section 7] , N i,j is in bijection with the set Q i,j of rooted bicolored quadrangulations with i + 2 black vertices and j + 2 white vertices (a quadrangulation is a simple map with all faces of degree 4, bicolored means that vertices 1 A map is a connected multigraph embedded in the plane up to continuous deformation, a rooted map is a map with a marked corner incident to the outer face, and a map is called non-separable (or 2-connected) if it is either the loop-map, or is loopless and the deletion of any vertex does not disconnect it.
The ν-Tamari lattice, and generalized Tamari intervals
We recall [23] the definitions of ν-Tamari lattices and intervals, and how they relate to the classical Tamari lattice. We consider walks in N 2 starting at the origin and having steps North or East (these can be identified with words on the alphabet {N, E}). For two such walks γ, γ , we say that γ is above γ if γ and γ have the same endpoint, and no East step of γ is strictly above the East step of γ in the same vertical column. A Dyck walk of length 2n is thus a walk γ that is above (N E) n . More generally, for ν a walk ending at (i, j), we let W ν be the set of walks above ν. For γ ∈ W ν and for p = (x, y) a point on γ, we let x ≥ x be the abscissa of the North step of ν from ordinate y to y + 1 (with the convention that x = i if y = j), and we let (p) := x − x. If p is preceded by E and followed by N we let p be the next point after p along γ such that (p ) = (p), and we let push p (γ) be the walk γ obtained from γ by moving the E preceding p to be just after p (see Figure 1 for an example); we say that γ covers γ. The Tamari lattice for ν is defined as Tam(ν) = (W ν , ≤) where ≤ is the transitive closure of the covering relation. The classical Tamari lattice Tam n corresponds to the special case Tam n = Tam((N E) n ), and more generally for m ≥ 1 the m-Tamari lattice Tam (m) n corresponds to the special case Tam
Interestingly, for ν of length n, Tam(ν) can also be obtained as a sublattice of Tam n+1 . For γ = E α0 N E α1 · · · N E αn a Dyck walk of length 2n, the canopy-word of γ is the word can(γ) = (w 0 , . . . , w n ) ∈ {0, 1} n+1 such that for r ∈ 0, n , w r = 1 αr=0 (note that we always have w 0 = 1 and w n = 0). Then Tam(ν) identifies to the sublattice of Tam n+1 induced by the Dyck walks whose canopy-word is equal to 1ν 0, whereν is the word obtained from ν by replacing every E by 1 and every N by 0.
Let G i,j be the set of triples (ν, γ, γ ) such that γ ≤ γ in Tam(ν) and ν ends at (i, j). Elements of G i,j are called generalized Tamari intervals with endpoint (i, j). We now make two observations based on properties shown in [23] (each remark is associated with a bijection for G i,j described later, respectively in Section 3 and Section 4, the second remark is also used in the bijection in [16] ).
(i) Since γ ≤ γ in Tam(ν) implies that γ is above γ, G i,j is a subfamily of the family R i,j of triples of walks (ν, γ, γ ) such that ν ends at (i, j), and γ is above γ itself above ν.
(ii) On the other hand, let I n be the set of intervals in Tam n (classical Tamari intervals, on Dyck words). An interval (γ, γ ) ∈ I n is called synchronized if can(γ) = can(γ ). Let S n ⊂ I n be the set of synchronized Tamari intervals of size n. Then the above sublattice characterization of Tam(ν) implies that G n is in bijection with S n+1 . More generally, if we let S i,j be the set of synchronized intervals such that the common canopy-word has i + 1 ones and j + 1 zeros, then G i,j is in bijection with S i,j .
Bijection using separating decompositions
Several bijections are known between R i,j and other combinatorial families (a survey is given in [18] ). Our aim here is to pick one such bijection and show that it specializes nicely to the subfamily G i,j ⊂ R i,j . We pick the bijection from [19] for separating decompositions, but have to slightly modify it so that it specializes well (as we will see, our construction is also closely related to a recent bijection by Kenyon et al. [20] ).
For Q ∈ Q i,j , we let s, s , t, t be the outer vertices in clockwise order around the outer face, with s the one at the root. A separating decomposition of Q is given by an orientation and coloration (blue or red) of each edge of Q such that all edges incident to s (resp. t) are ingoing blue (resp. ingoing red), and every vertex v / ∈ {s, t} has outdegree 2 and satisfies the local conditions shown in Figure 2 (a). An example of separating decomposition is given in Figure 2 (b). It can be shown [15] that the blue edges form a spanning tree of Q\t and the red edges form a spanning tree of Q\s. We let Sep i,j be the set of pairs S = (Q, X) where Q ∈ Q i,j , and X is a separating decomposition of Q. A separating decomposition is called minimal if it has no clockwise cycle.
A general property of outdegree-constrained orientations of planar maps [17] ensures that each rooted quadrangulation has a unique minimal separating decomposition, so that Q i,j identifies to the subfamily of minimal separating decompositions from Sep i,j . We now recall the bijection Φ between Sep i,j and R i,j described in [19] . For S ∈ Sep i,j we let T blue be the blue tree, and let v 0 , . . . , v j+1 be the white vertices ordered according to the first visit in a clockwise walk around T blue starting at the root, and we let β r be the number of ingoing red edges at v r+1 , for r ∈ 0, j .
Then Φ(S) is the triple of walks (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) (written here as binary words) as follows: the walk γ low is obtained from a clockwise walk around T blue , where we write an N each time -except for the last two occurences-we follow an edge • − • getting closer to the root and write an E each time we follow an edge • − • away from the root; the walk γ mid is obtained from a clockwise walk around T blue , where we write an N each time -except for the first and last occurence-we follow an edge • − • away from the root and write an E each time we follow an edge • − • getting closer to the root; the walk γ up is E β0 N E β1 . . . N E βj . We slightly modify the mapping as follows (see Figure 2 for an example): Φ (S) is the triple (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) of walks where γ mid and γ up are obtained as above, and γ low = E α0 N E α1 . . . N E αj , with α r the number of ingoing blue edges at v r for r ∈ 0, j . Theorem 1. For i, j ≥ 0, the mapping Φ is a bijection between Sep i,j and R i,j . In addition, for S ∈ Sep i,j , S is minimal iff Φ (S) ∈ G i,j , hence Φ specializes into a bijection between Q i,j and G i,j .
The proof is delayed to Section 5. In the rest of the section we show some further properties of the bijection Φ and their consequences, and the link to a recent bijection of Kenyon et al. [20] .
Further parameter-correspondence. For (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) ∈ R i,j , a value r ∈ 1, j is called a level-value of type (p, q) if β r−1 = p and α r = q. On the other hand, for Q ∈ Sep i,j , an inner white vertex is said to be of type (p, q) if it has p ingoing red edges and q ingoing blue edges. Then clearly in the bijection Φ , α 0 is mapped to the degree of s minus 2, β j is mapped to the degree of t minus 2, and each level-value in 1, j corresponds to an inner white vertex of the same type.
From this parameter-correspondence we can see that our bijection for G i,j differs (under the classical correspondence of N i,j with Q i,j ) from the one in [16] . Indeed, in their bijection the parameter α 0 corresponds to the length (minus 1) of the leftmost branch in their labelled DFS trees. But that parameter does not correspond to a face-degree (e.g. for one of the two faces adjacent to the root-edge) nor to a vertex-degree (e.g. for one of the two extremities of the root-edge) in the associated rooted non-separable map. n . It is known [7] (the case m = 1 was discovered in [13] ) that the number I is given by the beautiful formula
A model of maps for intervals in Tam
n is in bijection (via contraction of the blue edges directed toward a white vertex [19, Section 5] ) with rooted triangulations (simple planar maps with all faces of degree 3) with n + 3 vertices, endowed with their minimal Schnyder wood. Under this correspondence one can check that our bijection coincides with the one by Bernardi and Bonichon [4] (recalled and exploited in Section 4) between I n and rooted triangulations with n + 3 vertices. Rooted triangulations with n + 3 vertices can then be bijectively enumerated (we will recall a correspondence to certain mobiles in Section 4), giving a bijective proof of (1) for the case m = 1. It would be interesting to provide a bijective proof of (1) working for all m ≥ 1, based on such an approach (edge-contractions or similar operations to obtain maps or hypermaps amenable to bijective enumeration).
A more symmetric formulation of the bijection Φ . We reformulate here the bijection Φ in a more symmetric way (in terms of the roles played by blue and red edges). We recall from [18] the notion of equatorial line in a separating decomposition S of a quadrangulation Q. We let H be the map, called the augmented map of Q, obtained from Q as follows: in each inner face f of Q, insert a gray vertex connected by new edges to the 4 corners around f , then delete the edges of Q. Note that each edge of H corresponds to a corner in an inner face of Q; such a corner is called bicolored if the two edges delimiting the corner are of different colors (one is blue and one is red) and is called unicolored otherwise. The edges of H associated to bicolored (resp. unicolored) corners of Q are colored green (resp. gray). The local conditions of separating decompositions ensure that each inner vertex of Q has two bicolored corners, the outer vertices s , t have one bicolored corner, and s, t have no bicolored corner. In addition it is easily checked that each inner face has two bicolored corners. Hence the number of green edges incident to a vertex v ∈ H is 0 if v ∈ {s, t}, is 1 if v ∈ {s , t }, and is 2 otherwise. It is shown in [18] Figure 4 . The 2-book embedding of the separating decomposition of Figure 2 (b). The first-visit order of white vertices around the blue tree corresponds to the left-to-right order along the line, and the middle word is obtained by reading the inner vertices left to right along the line, writing E (resp. N ) at every black (resp. white) vertex.
that the green edges actually form a simple path from s to t that visits all vertices of H except s and t; this path P is called the equatorial line of S, see Figure 2 (c).
One can then stretch P into a horizontal line where the vertices of Q are equally spaced (with t as the left extremity and s as the right extremity) and planarly draw the blue (resp. red) edges of S as half-circles in the lower (resp upper) half-plane. This canonical drawing is called the 2-book embedding of S. Note that in the lower (resp. upper) halfplane the edges going out of a white vertex go to the right (resp. to the left) while the edges going out of a black vertex go to the left (resp. to the right). From this observation and planarity, it is easy to deduce that the white vertices v 0 , . . . , v j+1 (ordered according to first visits in a clockwise walk around the blue tree starting at the root-corner), are ordered left-to-right along the line. Moreover, the word corresponding to the middle walk exactly corresponds to the word read by traversing the line from left to right (excluding the outer vertices {s, t, s , t }), writing E (resp. N ) every time we meet a black (resp. white) vertex, see Figure 4 . For S ∈ Sep i,j we let τ (S) be the separating decomposition obtained as the half-turn rotation of S, i.e., the roles of s and t are exchanged and the colors are swapped. On the other hand for R = (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) ∈ R i,j we let τ (R) be the half-turn rotation of R, i.e., if mir(c 1 , . . . , c n ) := (c n . . . , c 1 ) denotes the mirror of a word on {N, E}, then τ (R) := (mir(γ up ), mir(γ mid ), mir(γ low )). Clearly the symmetric reformulation of Φ ensures that if S ∈ Sep i,j is mapped by Φ to R ∈ R i,j , then τ (S) is mapped to τ (R). Since τ is an involution on Sep i,j that preserves the property of being minimal, we obtain (using Theorem 1):
To be precise, in our proof of the specialization part of Theorem 1 (in Section 5.2) we will use a characterization of elements of G i,j in terms of a certain arc diagram representation (Lemma 2), and from this representation Corollary 1 already follows.
Link to a bijection by Kenyon et al. [20] . A plane bipolar orientation is a rooted map endowed with an acyclic orientation having a unique source s and a unique sink t both incident to the outer face, see Figure 5 left. It is known [15] that in a plane bipolar orientation every inner face has its incident edges partitioned into a non-empty interval of clockwise edges and a non-empty interval of counterclockwise edges -the face is said to be of type (p, q) if the first interval has length p + 1 and the second interval has length q + 1-and for every non-pole vertex (vertex / ∈ {s, t}) the incident edges are partitioned into a non-empty interval of ingoing edges and a non-empty interval of outgoing edges. We let B i,j be the set of plane bipolar orientations with i non-pole vertices and j inner face, and let B i,j [a, b] be the subset of those where the left (resp. right) outer boundary has length a + 1 (resp. b + 1). We let Sep i,j [a, b] be the subset of Sep i,j where s has degree a + 2 and t has degree b + 2. There is a direct bijection ι (illustrated in Figure 5 )
where each vertex corresponds to a black vertex, and each inner face corresponds to an inner white vertex of the same type [15] . On the other hand, a tandem walk is a 2D walk where each step is either (1, −1) (SE step) or a step of the form (−p, q) for some p, q ≥ 0. We let W i,j [a, b] be the set of tandem walks of length i + j with i SE steps, starting at (0, a), ending at (b, 0) and staying in the quadrant N 2 . We let R i,j [a, b] be the subset of elements in R i,j where α 0 = a and β j = b. We now recall a bijection σ from
(where we slightly change the convention: the lower and upper walks are constructed line by line here, and column by column in [8] ). For R = (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) ∈ R i,j [a, b], we let n = i+j and let u 1 , . . . , u n be the successive steps in γ mid . For i ∈ 1, n we let s i be a SE step if u i is a horizontal step, and let s i = (−p, q) if u i is the rth vertical step of γ mid (with r ∈ 1, j ), where p = β r−1 and q = α r . Then σ(R) is the walk (in W i,j [a, b]) of length n starting at (0, a) and with successive steps s 1 , . . . , s n , see Figure 6 for an example. Combining the bijection Φ with ι and σ, and with the parameter-correspondence of Φ stated just after Theorem 1, we obtain:
. Each non-pole vertex corresponds to a SE step, and each inner face of type (p, q) corresponds to a step (−p, q).
with the same parameter correspondence has been recently introduced by Kenyon et al. [20] . We recall now their bijection and then explain how it relates to Λ. For a bipolar orientation B ∈ B i,j [a, b], the rightmost tree T (B) of B is the spanning tree of B obtained by selecting every edge of B that is the rightmost ingoing edge at its end. We let e be the top-edge along the right outer boundary of B. For every edge e in T (B), the attached vertex v(e) is the end of e. For every edge e not in T (B), the attached face f (e) is the inner face on the right of e; note that e is the topleft edge of f (e). Clearly every vertex different from s is the attached vertex of exactly one edge in T (B), and every inner face is the attached face of exactly one edge not in T (B). Note that a clockwise walk around T (B) yields an ordered list γ = (e 1 , . . . , e i+j+1 ) of the edges 2 of B. Indeed (starting with γ = ∅), each time we walk along an edge e of T (B) away from the root s we append e to γ, and each time we cross the outgoing half of an edge e not in T (B) we append e to γ. Note that the last edge e i+j+1 has to be e . Now the corresponding walkΛ(B) ∈ W i,j [a, b] is the walk starting at (0, a) and with successive steps s 1 , . . . , s i+j obtained as follows: for every k ∈ 1, i + j if e k is in T (B) then s k is a SE step, while if e k is not in T (B) then s k = (−p, q), where (p, q) is the type of the inner face f (e k ).
We now explain the link with our bijection Λ. First we recall the following bijection
] with successive steps s 1 , . . . , s n , its image by τ is the walk in W i,j [b, a] with successive stepss n , . . . ,s 1 , where for k ∈ 1, n if s k is a SE step thens k is a SE step, and if s k is a step (−p, q) thens k is (−q, p). In other words the mapping τ amounts to exchanging x and y and to reverse the time-direction, for example the tandem walk in Figure 6 is the image by τ of the tandem walk in Figure 7 (via the mapping σ −1 it is easy to see that the effect of τ is the half-turn rotation on triples of walks).
Let S be obtained from B by applying the mapping ι using the mirror convention (compared to Figure 5 ) for the colors, see Figure 8 (b). In other words, if we denote by mir(·) the mirror according to a vertical axis (fixing s and t) then S := mir(S ) is ι(mir(B)). Let Q be the underlying quadrangulation of S , and let H = mir(H) where H is the augmented map of S endowed with the equatorial line (green edges). For each edge e of B, we let g(e) be the corresponding gray vertex of H (vertex in the middle of e), and let o(e) be the vertex of Q that corresponds to the attached vertex v(e) if e ∈ T (B) and corresponds to the attached inner face f (e) if e / ∈ T (B). Then an easy 2 More generally this ordering of the edges can be considered for any rooted map endowed with a spanning tree, see [3] where it is exploited to get new bijective insights on the Tutte polynomial. case-by-case analysis ensures that for each k ∈ 2, i + j , along the equatorial line of H (traversed from s to t ) the predecessor and successor of g(e k ) are respectively o(e k ) and o(e k−1 ). This ensures that, along the equatorial line, the inner vertices of Q are ordered as o(e i+j ), o(e i+j−1 ), . . . , o(e 1 ), which then easily implies that Λ(mir(B)) = τ (Λ(B)).
Remark: Another bijection from B i,j to R i,j is presented in [1, Sec 4.1]. It also relies on the rightmost tree (up to taking the dual bipolar orientation) and is closely related to the bijection σ −1 • Λ. But similarly as when taking Φ instead of Φ , one of the three walks (the upper one) differs.
Bijection using Schnyder woods
For T a rooted triangulation, the outer vertices are called u B , u G , u R in clockwise order, with u B the one incident to the root-corner. A Schnyder wood of T is an orientation and coloration (in blue, green or red) of every inner edge of T so that all edges incident to u B , u G , u R are ingoing of color blue (resp. green, red), and every inner vertex has outdegree 3 and satisfies the local condition shown in Figure 9 . A Schnyder wood induces a coloring of the corners: a corner at an inner vertex v receives the color of the 'opposite' outgoing edge at v, and a corner at an outer vertex v receives the color of v. It can be checked that around each inner face there is one corner in each color and these occur as blue, green, red in clockwise order. It is known that the local conditions of Schnyder woods imply that the graph in every color is a tree spanning all the internal vertices (plus the outer vertex of the same color, the root-vertex of the tree). A Schnyder wood is called minimal if it has no clockwise cycle; any rooted triangulation has a unique minimal Schnyder wood [17] .
Let P n be the set of pairs (γ, γ ) of Dyck paths of length 2n such that γ is above γ. The Bernardi-Bonichon construction [4] starts from a triangulation with n + 3 vertices endowed with a Schnyder wood, and outputs a pair (γ, γ ) ∈ P n . Precisely (see Figure 9 for an example), we let T blue be the blue tree of the Schnyder wood plus the outer edge e = {u B , u R }, and let v 0 , . . . , v n = u R be the vertices of T blue \{u B } ordered according to the first visit in a clockwise walk around T blue starting at u B . Then γ is obtained as the contour walk of T blue \e and γ is N E β1 N E β2 · · · N E βn , with β r the number of u B u R u G Figure 10 . Left: A rooted triangulation endowed with its minimal Schnyder wood (colors are indicated at corners). Right: the corresponding 3-mobile.
ingoing red edges at v r for r ∈ 1, n . Bernardi and Bonichon show [4] that this gives a bijection between Schnyder woods on triangulations with n + 3 vertices and P n ; and they show that it specializes into a bijection between minimal Schnyder woods with n + 3 vertices and I n ⊂ P n (our Theorem 1 can be seen as an extension of this statement to separating decompositions, using the identification [19, Section 5] of Schnyder woods to separating decompositions where s has blue indegree 0 and all inner white vertices have blue indegree 1).
On the other hand, minimal Schnyder woods are themselves known to be in bijection to certain tree structures [22, 5] . We will use here the bijection from [5] . A 3-mobile is a (non-rooted) plane tree T where vertices have degree in {1, 3} respectively called nodes and leaves, such that the nodes are colored black or white so that adjacent nodes have different colors, all leaves are adjacent to black nodes, and the edges are colored blue, green or red such that around each node the incident edges in clockwise order are blue, green and red. Additionally we require that there is at least one white node. In such a tree an edge is called a leg if it is incident to a leaf and is called a plain edge otherwise. For n ≥ 1 let T n be the set of 3-mobiles with n white nodes. From a rooted triangulation M on n + 3 vertices, endowed with its minimal Schnyder wood, one builds a 3-mobile T ∈ T n as follows (see Figure 10 ): orient the outer cycle clockwise, insert a black vertex b f in each inner face f of M , and then for each edge e = u → v, with f, f the faces on the left and on the right of e, create a plain edge {u, b f } (if f is an inner face) and create a leg at b f pointing (but not reaching) to v; and finally erase the outer vertices and all the edges of M . Each edge of T gets the color of the corresponding corner of M .
Composing both constructions, we get a bijection between I n and T n . Let (γ, γ ) ∈ I n , with n ≥ 1. For can(γ ) ). Let T ∈ T n , with n ≥ 1. A black node of T whose blue edge is a leg is said to be of type 0 0 (resp. type 1 1 ) if its red edge is a leg (resp. its green edge is a leg) and is said to be of type 1 0 otherwise (only its blue edge is a leg).
Theorem 2. Let n ≥ 1. In the (composed) bijection between I n and T n , each position r ∈ 0, n corresponds to a black node of the same type.
Proof. Let (γ, γ ) ∈ I n , let S be the corresponding minimal Schnyder wood with n + 3 vertices (with the notations T blue and v 0 , . . . , v n used in the Bernardi-Bonichon bijection, we take the convention that the outer edge {u R , u B } is colored blue and directed toward u B , and the outer edge {u B , u G } is colored green and directed toward u G ), and let T be the corresponding 3-mobile. Let r ∈ 0, n . We denote by e the parent edge of v r in T blue , and by f the face on the right of e. By the Bernardi-Bonichon bijection, can(γ ) has a 1 at position r iff there is no ingoing red edge at v r , and can(γ) has a 0 at position r iff e comes just after a 'valley' in a clockwise walk around T blue . From the local conditions of Schnyder woods, it is easy to see that each of the 3 possible types for r correspond to f being in each of the configuration shown in the left column of Figure 11 . Let b f be the black vertex of T that corresponds to f . From the mobile construction, it is easy to see that each of the configurations for f correspond to each of the configurations for b f shown in the right column of Figure 11 . This precisely corresponds to the given definitions of black vertices of types 
Corollary 2. The generating function F ≡ F (x, y, z) is given by
where R, G are the trivariate series (in x, y, z) specified by the system
Before proving the corollary, we note that F (x, y, 0) coincides (upon setting G = u/(1−u) and R = v/(1−v)) with the known expression [10, Eq.2.3] of the bivariate series i,j |Q i,j |x i+1 y j+1 , and we recover |G i,j | = |Q i,j | (we will also give a bijective argument at the end of the section); and t + F (t, t, t) coincides (upon setting G = R = θ/(1 − θ)) with the known expression [26, Eq.4.9] of the series counting rooted simple triangulations by the number of vertices minus 2.
Proof. A planted 3-mobile T is defined similarly as a 3-mobile except that exactly one of the leaves is adjacent to a white node. This leaf is called the root of T , and its incident edge is called the root-edge. A planted 3-mobile is called blue-rooted (resp. red-rooted, green-rooted ) if its root-edge is blue (resp. red, green). We keep the same definition of black nodes of types 
In a 3-mobile we note that the number of blue edges incident to a leaf is one more than the number of blue edges connecting two nodes. Hence, by Theorem 2, F = F 1 − F 2 where F 1 is the trivariate series of 3-mobiles with a marked leaf incident to a blue edge, and F 2 is the trivariate series of 3-mobiles with a marked blue edge connecting two nodes. A decomposition at the marked leaf gives F 1 = xR + yG + zRG, and a decomposition at the marked blue edge gives F 2 = B(1 + R)(1 + G). We now simplify the equationsystem by eliminating B. We look at the quantity
, where we substitute B and G by their respective expressions in the equation-system. After simplification this gives
, hence B(1 + R) = yG + zRG. Similarly looking at the quantity
B(1+G) R
we obtain B(1 + G) = xR + zRG. Substituting into the system we obtain
and we have
A bijection between G i,j and Q i,j via mobiles. A 3-mobile (with at least one white node) is called synchronized if it has no black node of type 1 0 , i.e., every black node b having a blue leg is incident to (exactly) one other leg. If this other leg is red (resp. green) then b has type 0 0 (resp. type An unrooted ternary tree is a plane tree where all vertices have degree in {1, 4}, called respectively leaves and nodes. An unrooted ternary tree T is said to be bicolored if its edges are colored green or red and are oriented such that around each node the incident edges in clockwise order are ingoing red, outgoing green, outgoing red, and ingoing green. A leaf is called ingoing (resp. outgoing) if its incident edge e is outgoing (resp. ingoing), and is called red (resp. green) if e is red (resp. green). It is easy to see that T has as many red leaves that are outgoing as ingoing, and as many green leaves that are outgoing as ingoing. We let U i,j be the set of bicolored unrooted ternary trees having i+1 outgoing red leaves and j + 1 outgoing green leaves. A bijection between U i,j and Q i,j has been introduced in Section 2.3.3 of [24] .
Hence to derive another bijection between G i,j and Q i,j it remains to give a bijection between T syn i,j and U i,j . The bijection, shown in Figure 12 , is very simple. For T ∈ T syn i,j , the corresponding U ∈ U i,j is obtained as follows: orient all the plain edges of T from black to white nodes, then contract the blue plain edges, and finally delete the two legs at each black node of type 
5.1.
Proof that Φ is a bijection from Sep i,j to R i,j . We define a blue-red arc diagram as the figure obtained by concactenating j + 1 horizontal segments S 0 , . . . , S j , where for r ∈ 0, j the segment S r is made of α r ≥ 0 blue dots followed by µ r ≥ 0 black dots followed by β r ≥ 0 red dots, and where in the lower part the blue dots are matched to the black dots (black dots closing the arcs) and in the upper part the black dots are matched to the red dots (black dots opening the arcs). We let A i,j be the set of blue-red arc diagrams made of j + 1 segments and having i black dots, see the right part of Figure 13 . There is a straighforward bijection ξ between A i,j and R i,j : for A ∈ A i,j the corresponding triple of walks (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) ∈ R i,j is the one where γ low (resp. γ mid , γ up ) has α r (resp. µ r , β r ) East steps at height r for r ∈ 0, j . The property that γ mid is above γ low is equivalent to having r k=0 α k ≥ r k=0 µ k for all r ∈ 0, j , which is equivalent to the fact that blue dots can be matched to the black dots. Similarly the property that γ up is above γ mid is equivalent to the fact that the black dots can be matched to the red dots.
There is also an easy bijection χ from Sep i,j to A i,j . For S ∈ Sep i,j , the reduction of the 2-book embedding of S is the figure S obtained by erasing the vertices s and t and erasing all edges starting from a white vertex, see the left-part of Figure 13 .
There is no loss of information in this reduction. To recover the 2-book embedding from S , insert t (resp. s) as the left (resp. right) extremity on the line. Then for each white vertex w on the line, if w is "below" a blue arc a (i.e., a is the first arc crossed by s t Figure 13 . Left: the reduction of the 2-book embedding of a descending vertical line starting from w), then in the lower half-plane connect w to the (black) right end of a by a blue edge, and if w is not below an arc then connect w to s. Similarly, if w is "below" a red arc a (i.e., a is the first arc crossed by a rising vertical line starting from w), then in the upper half-plane connect w to the (black) left end of a by a red edge, and if w is not below an arc then connect w to t. Then S is easily turned into a blue-red arc diagram A ∈ A i,j as shown in Figure 13 . All transformations are easily reversible, so that χ is a bijection.
Finally we clearly have Φ = ξ • χ, so that Φ is a bijection from Sep i,j to R i,j .
Proof that S ∈
In a blue-red arc diagram, a Z-pattern is a pair made of a blue arc a and a red arc a such that the blue extremity of a is enclosed within a and the red extremity of a is enclosed within a, see Figure 14 (a). Our proof that S ∈ Sep i,j is minimal iff Φ (S) ∈ G i,j relies on the two following lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let S ∈ Sep i,j and let A ∈ A i,j be the corresponding blue-red arc diagram (i.e., A = χ(S)). Then S is minimal iff A has no Z-pattern.
Proof. It is shown in Section 7 of [15] that, if S is not minimal, then it contains a clockwise 4-cycle C (not necessarily the contour of a face), and the local conditions (Figure 2(a) ) imply that the colors are as shown in Figure 14 Conversely, assume A has a Z-pattern. A Z-pattern is called minimum if the distance along the line between its blue dot and its red dot is smallest possible. Let a, a be a pair forming a minimum Z-pattern. Let e = {b, w} and e = {b , w } be the corresponding edges in the 2-book embedding of S. Let e 1 be the outgoing red edge of w and letb be its black extremity. Assumeb = b . Then the outgoing red edge e 2 ofb is enclosed within e , hence it ends between w and w (w excluded). Let a 2 be the arc of A that corresponds to e 2 . Then clearly the pair of arcs a, a 2 forms a Z-pattern in A, contradicting the fact that the pair a, a is minimum. Hence e 1 ends at b . Similarly, the outgoing blue edge of w has to end at b. Hence the vertices b, w, b , w form a clockwise 4-cycle, so that S is not minimal. Lemma 2. Let R = (γ low , γ mid , γ up ) ∈ R i,j and let A ∈ A i,j be the corresponding blue-red arc diagram (i.e., R = ξ(A)). Then R ∈ G i,j iff A has no Z-pattern.
Proof. The modified arc diagramÃ of A is the same as A except that the arcs in the upper part match the blue dots to the red dots instead of matching the black dots to the red dots. Let b 1 , . . . , b i be the blue dots ofÃ ordered from left to right, and let ν := γ low . For k ∈ 1, i , let U k ∈ 0, j be the index of the segment containing the black dot matched with b k , and let V k ∈ 0, j be the index of the segment containing the red dot matched with b k , see the left part of Figure 15 . The vectors U = (U 1 , . . . , U k ) and V = (V 1 , . . . , V k ) are the bracket vectors of γ mid and γ up with respect to ν (compared to [11] we omit the fixed underlined entries). Then, as recently shown in [11, Section 4], we have γ mid ≤ γ up in Tam(ν) iff U ≤ V (component by component). Clearly this is equivalent to the fact that the modified arc diagramÃ avoids the pattern shown in the right part of Figure 15 .
Assume R / ∈ G i,j , so thatÃ contains a pattern as shown in the right part of Figure 15 . In this pattern let d 1 , d 2 , d 3 be the blue dot, red dot and black dot, let a = (d 1 , d 2 ) be the gray arc above and a = (d 1 , d 3 ) the blue arc below. Let E be the part of the line strictly between d 1 and d 2 , and let n blue , n black , n red be respectively the numbers of blue dots, black dots, and red dots in E. We have n blue = n red since d 1 and d 2 are matched (for the upper diagram). We have n blue ≥ n black since in the lower diagram d 1 is matched to a black dot that is on the right of d 2 . Hence n red ≥ n black . In other word, in E ∪ d 2 we have more red dots than black dots. This implies that, in the upper diagram of A, there is a red dot in E ∪ d 2 that is matched to a black dot on the left of d 1 . Hence, if we let a be the arc formed by this matched pair, then the pair a, a is a Z-pattern in A.
Assume now that A contains a Z-pattern, and let a, a be a pair of arcs forming a minimum Z-pattern. We denote by d 1 the blue extremity of a, by d 2 the red extremity of a , and by E the part of the line strictly between d 1 and d 2 . Let n blue , n black , n red be respectively the numbers of blue dots, black dots, and red dots in E. The fact that the pattern is minimum easily implies that there is no arc (neither in the upper nor in the lower diagram) starting from E and ending outside of E. Hence n blue = n black = n red , so that in the upper diagram ofÃ, d 1 has to be matched with a red dot in E ∪ d 2 . Clearly this arc a together with a form a pattern as in the right part of Figure 15 , hence R / ∈ G i,j .
